
TiltLift Series
The Autoquip TiltLift Series provides the functionality of a traditional lift and tilt lift in a 

more affordable package.  This unique product can both raise and tilt parts baskets and 

bins to an optimal ergonomic position for safer and easier access.  These compact and 

easy-to-use lifts feature a small footprint and a minimal lowered height, so they can 

easily fit into any workflow environment. The TiltLift is field proven, with hundreds of 

units installed, and is the most affordable and dependable ergonomic solution available.



TiltLift Series
KEY FEATURES
· Gibbed/Trapped Rollers in Base - no 

unexpected raising of table or legs

· Lifetime lubricated bearings - 

extended lift life

· Up to 45 degrees of Tilt - extended lift 

life, with lesser deflection

· Internal or Remote Power Unit - more 

flexibility

· Super Torque Motor - speed, power, 

and durability

· Meets ANSI MH29.1 - meets all relevant 

codes to insure a well built and safe lift

PRIMARY BENEFITS
The Tilt Lift integrates both tilting and 

lifting mechanisms into a single, compact 

design which combine to create an 

effective ergonomic work station – tilting 

the work towards the worker as a bin or 

basket of parts is raised during picking to 

reduce bending and reaching.  This unique 

combination of functions is accomplished 

more inexpensively and in less total 

collapsed height than by stacking a 

stand-alone tilter on top of a stand-alone 

scissors unit.  

SPECIFICATIONS
Degree Capacity Model Lowered Standard Minimum Space Saver Tilt Time Standard Shipping Wt.
of Tilt (lbs.) Number Height Platform Platform Platform Up/Dn Motor Based on Min.
(degree)   (inches) (inches) (inches) (inches) (sec) (hp) Platform (lbs.)
         
45 2000 PT-45-020 6 18 x 42 18 x 42 18 x 31 35-10 1/2 425
45 4000 PT-45-040 7 24 x 48 24 x 48 24 x 36 35-10 1 770
45 6000 PT-45-060 8 24 x 48 24 x 48 24 x 36 40-10 1 850
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